
injection clearance methods have generally been consid
ered less reliable than the continuous-infusion techniques
described above, but they are far easier to implement in the
clinic, and may actually be more reliable when used under
typical clinical conditions. However, the optimum techni
cal procedures for single-injection methods have not been
well established.

This paper addresses the question of how best to choose
the sample times for single-injection clearance measure
ment. There has been considerable discussion in the liter
atureofhow sample times should be selected for simplified
one-sample and two-sample methods, but there has been
no such discussion for methods that use three or more
samples. Here we treat the multisamplecase by means of
computer simulation, using random errors in the data
(matching the known errors of measurement) to estimate
the error in the calculated clearance for various sampling
schemes.

Representative clearance curves at various levels of re
nal function were generated from a two-compartment
model using average values (from published clinical stud
ies) for each of the three radiopharmaceuticals @â€˜@â€˜Fc
MAO3, @â€˜Tc-DTPAand â€˜311-orthoiodohippurate (13hI@
OIH) as model parameters. Random errors were added and
the simulateddatawere then fit to a two-exponentialmodel
using a weighted nonlinearcurve-fittingprogram.The cal
culated clearance values were compared with the original
values to calculate random and systematic errors for dif
ferent samplingstrategies for each radiopharmaceuticalat
various levels of renal function. Finally, results were used
to select an optimum samplingprotocol.

MATERIALSAND METHODS

Compartmentalparameters for the two-compartmentmodel
wereobtainedby averagingvaluescalculatedfromplasmaclear
ancecurvesinadults.(Datawerescaledto theaverage70kg, 170
cm man before averaging) (2). The original plasma clearance
studies were described in detail elsewhere: 68 13110fl4 studies
(3), 40 @â€˜@â€˜Tc-DTPAstudies (4) and 19 @â€˜Tc-MAG3studies (5).
Resultsare showninTable1,inwhichV1isdefinedas thevolume
of that compartment into which the dose is injected and from
which activity is excreted (and thus includes the plasma compart
ment),while V2 representsthe rest of the volume of distribution
within the body. The fractional rate constants k1 and k2 represent
theratesatwhichactivitypassesfromV1to V2orfromV2to V1

The best choiceof sampletimesformeasunngrenalfuncbonin
aduftsby single-injectionmurnsarnplepissmaclearancemeth
ods was determinedby MonteCailo simulation,usinga two
comparhiient model w@iparameterschosen to fit average val
ties (from publisheddinical studies)for each of the three
radiopharmeceuticalsÂ°@Fc-MAGo-Â°@o-DTPA and 131@@
tholodohippurate.Randomerrorswereaddedandthesimuiated
datawerethenfit to a two-exponentialmodelusinga Wsighted
nonlinearcurvefittingmethod.Thecalcuiatedclearancevalues
were comparedwith the originalvaluesto determinerandom
andsystematicerrorsfordifferentselectionsof samplethie for
eachradlopharmaceuticalatvariouslevelsof renalfunction.The
resultsshowthatfor research-levelaccuracywftha GFRagent
suchas @Fc-DTPi@plasmasamplingmustbeginby 10 mm
after injection and continue at least 3 hr funadults). With an
ERPF agent such as @Fo-MAG@or 131i-OIH,sampling must
beginby 5 mmandconfinuefor at least90 mm.Sb logarfthmi
cally distributedsamples are sufficient
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he classicalmeasurementsof renal function have been
based on continuous-infusionclearance measurements, us
ing inulin to measure glomerular filtration rate (GFR) or
para-aminohippurate (PAH) to measure effective renal
plasma flow (ERPF). Accurate urine collection required
washing the catheterized bladder with saline to ensure
complete collection of each sample. Even so, the repro
ducibility of individual measurements was poor; the stan
darddeviationwas 8.9%for normalvolunteers in the hands
of an expert (1). To improve reproducibility,the measure
ment was routinely performed at least three times and
averaged. The classical studies were performedin normal
volunteers but in a clinical population, accurate urine cot
lection may be prevented by dilatation or obstruction of the
collecting system or by low urine flow rates. Because of
these problems, the classical continuous-infusionmethods
are not often used in humans even for research studies.

Reliable alternativemethods are clearly needed. Single
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VI, 1k1,mirr1k@,131Ic@IH10.50.0450.040@Â°@Fo-DTPA9.90.0200.03199mTc-MAG35.50.0490.049*A@@

valuesfrompriorstudies(3-5).

One-third
normulNormalfun@onbiass.d.biass.d.

Unear -1.1

*Biasand standard deviation are expressed as % otnormal clearance
for du@ate runs of 100 sui@ulatIonseach. Condftions: six samples from
5 to 90mm.

the ends of the sampling interval and give best fits to
polynomial curves. They were considered here for the
double exponential fit on the grounds that the early and late
exponential components might be better measured by
more frequent samplingat the ends of the interval. Exam
ples are shown in Table 2, which also illustrates the van
ation between duplicate 100-curve simulations. It can be
seen from Table 2 that the logarithmicsamplingsequence
gave the best average results in each case. Statistical sig
nificance is not obvious from the duplicate runs, but was
confirmed by application of the squared rank test (11) to
severalexamplesfromTable 2. (The squaredranktest
compares the precision of the estimates. It is analogous to
the F-test but a distribution-free statistical test was re
quired since the distribution of results from the simulation
was clearly not Gaussian.) The logarithmic sampling se
quence was significantlybetter (p < 0.05) in four of eight
patients tested and was inferior in no case so it was em
ployed for all subsequent calculations.

The effect of the sampling interval on the precision of
measurement is shown in Figure 1 for all three agents at
three levels of renal function. Each data point represents
the mean of 200 random data sets, in which nine plasma
samples were obtained at logarithmicintervals (forminga
geometric progression) over the specified sampling inter
val. To provide a standardscale for comparingthe different
agents, the results were expressed as a percent of normal
clearance for each radiopharmaceutical. (For simplicity,
the following roundedvalues were chosen as normal: 120
mi/min for @Tc-DTPA,300 mi/min for @Tc-MAG3and
600 mi/mm for 131IOffJ)

For each plot in Figure 1, the central data representthe
longest samplinginterval. The effects of stopping datacol
tection earlier are shown on the left side of the graphand
the effects of startingdatacollection later are shown on the
right. Curves are shown for three different levels of renal
function.

Eveiy case shows that the errorincreases if the interval
begins too late or if it ends too soon. For the glomerular

TABLE 1
CompartmentalModelsfor 131l-OlH,Â°@rc-DTPAand

9nrnâ€¢rc@MAG3*

TABLE 2
Effectof SamplingSequence on Bias and Standard De@ation

for OrtholodohippurateClearanceatTwoLevelsof Renal
Function*

3.0 â€”1.6
3.3 0.0
32 â€”0.8
2.7 â€”0.1
4.2 â€”4.5
3.6 â€”0.7

7.0
3.9
4.0
2.6
8.4
4.4

â€”1.0
Logaiithmlc -0.6

â€”0.3
Chebyshev -1.1

â€”0.5
respectively, so that k1corresponds to Sapirstein's (6) aIV@.The
value of V2 is not independentbut can be calculatedfromthe
other values in Table 1. Illustrationsand detailed theory can be
foundin the literature(6â€”8).

Thecountingintervalwasassumedto belongenoughto ensure
thatthedominanterrorin theplasmaactivityarosefromlabora
tory manipulations and not from Poisson counting error, and was
thusproportionalto themeasuredactivityinsteadof to its square
root. Gaussian random noise was generated using subroutine
GASDEV(9)andwasaddedbothtothetimemeasurementandto
the plasmaactivityto generatesimulatedplasmatime-activity
curves. A value of 0.5 mm was used for the standard deviation of
themeasuredtime,sincetimesaretypicallyroundedto thenear
est minute in clinical practice. A value of 3% of the measured
activitywasusedforthestandarddeviationofthe plasmaactivity,
a value determinedin our clinic from 100 MAO3plasma samples
thatwerepipettedinduplicate(usingthefactthatthevarianceof
the differencebetweenduplicatesis twice thatof a singlemea
surement).

The simulatedplasmaclearancecurveswere fit usingthe pro
gram ODRPACK (10), which is capable both of ordinary nontin
ear least-squares and orthogonal distance regression. (In orthog
onal distance regression, the least-squares distance from each
datapointto thefittedcurveis measurednotintheusualvertical
direction, but in the direction of closest approach of curve to
datapoint. This will be at right angles or â€œorthogonalâ€•to the
curve.) For this study, the programwas used in the orthogonal
distance mode, weighted for the known errorvariances in the time
and in the activity. This is the correct model when both variables
contain errors, and is particularly appropriate in the case treated
here because it takes into accountthe largerelativeerrorin
sample time when samplingbegins as early as 5 mm after injec
tion. We found the results to be fairly insensitive to the model
used and to whether it was weighted.It is likely,therefore, that
moreconventionalmeansof curve-fittingwouldgiveresultssim
ilarto thosereportedhere.

Each simulation consisted of duplicate runs of 100 clearance
curves each. The reproducibilitybetweenduplicatesis shownin
Table2, but subsequenttablesshow only the pooledresultsof
duplicateruns.

RESULTS
Initial pilot studies led to the selection of a logarithmic

sequence of sample times (that is, one in which the sample
times form a geometric progression, e.g., 5 min, 10min, 20
mm, etc.) Other alternativeswere explored, includingthe
linear (uniform or constant time interval) distribution, the
Chebyshev abscissae and the Chebyshev abscissae on a
logarithmic scale. Chebyshev abscissae are clustered near
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Tc99m-DTPA

5-120 5-180 5-240 10-240 20-240

Mephnc One-thirdnormal Normal

*@pling intervalat 5-90 mmfor1311-OIHand @Fc-MAG@;5-240
mmfor 99@Trc-owAReSidUalstandarddevletion (mi/mm).

agent @â€˜@Tc-D1TA,good precision requiresprolongingthe
study to at least 3 hr and preferably4 hr. For the tubular
agents â€˜3110ffland @â€œTc-MAG3,precision depends both
on startingdata collection early enough and on continuing
for long enough. The time scales are much shorter for the
tubular than for the glomerular agents because of their
much faster clearance from the blood. At optimal sample
times, comparable precision (relative to the normalvalue
for each agent) was obtained for all three agents.

The effect of samplingintervalon the bias ofthe estimate
is shown in Figure 2 for all three agents. Once again the
error increases if the sampling interval begins too late or
ends too soon. Its magnitudevaries with the level of renal
function. The bias is in the direction of falsely low values,
except when renal function is veiy poor, when truncation
of negative clearances to zero creates a positive bias. Sta
tistical bias (Fig. 2) is small relative to the random errors
(Fig. 1), and may also be small relative to systemic bias
arising from use of a simple two-compartment model to
represent a more complex system.

How many samples are needed was also investigated.
Since four parametersmust be fit, a theoreticalminimumof
four samples is needed, or five to obtain an estimate of
measurement error. Six samples are suggested as a practi
cal minimum. The effect of reducing the sample size from
nine to six is shown in Table 3. The precision was found to
be less sensitive to the number of samples than to the
sampling time; only for the combination of â€˜31IO@with
normal function was there much difference between six
and nine samples. (Why this case should be differentis not
clear; it was reruna second time with similarresults.) The
difference between six and nine samples for 131IOffj at

FIGURE 1.
Precisionof dear
ance estimate as a
functionof sampling
intervalforthree ra
diopharmaceuticals
at three levele of
renalfunction(resid
ual standard devia
tion as % of nor
melvalue).Legend:
(triangle) normal,
(square) one-third
normal and (circle)
anephÃ±c

5-120 5-180 5-240 10-240 20-240

2

2

2
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time Interval, mm
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FIGURE 2.
Bias of dearance
estimateas a func
tion of sampling in
terval for three ra
diopharmaceuticals
at three levels of
renal function (re
sidual standard de
viationas % of nor
melvalue).Legend:
(triangle) normal,
(square) one-third
normal and (circle)
anepndc.

one-thirdthe normalfunction can be attributedto chance.
(It is only of borderline significance even by the F-test,
which is too strong for this non-Gaussian distribution.)
Therefore, six samples appear sufficient under most cir
cumstances. It is better to increase the duration of sam
pling than to increase the number of samples.

DISCUSSION
The renal clearance, for the single-injection urine-free

method, is equal to the dose divided by the area under the
plasma time-activity curve extrapolated to infinite time
(12â€”15).One means ofextrapolating and integratingis to fit

10

5

TABLE 3
Effectof ChangingNumberof SamplesWhentheSampling

Intervalis Fixed*C
a,
U

a,a. 131I@IH6samples10.817.025.49

samples9.420.613.4@c-DTPA6

samples1.83.42.09
samples1.62.92.099mTc-MAG36

samples5.26.610.29
samples4.25.68.1

tIm. Interval, mln
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AnephncOne-thirdnormalNormal131mc@mH0%13%37%@O@wFc@DTPA0%3%11%99mTc-MAG30%10%31%

sial for ERPF measurement with tubular agents than for
GFR measurement with glomerular agents. However, Fig
ure 1 shows that there is not much difference in precision
between ERPF and GFR when the sampling intervals are
chosen correctly.

Figures 1 and 2 can be explained by considering the
effects of the slow and fast components. Accurate mea
surement of the slow component requires measurements
long after injection whereas accurate measurement of the
fast component requiresdatasoon afterinjection.The slow
component is important for both glomerular and tubular
agents so that errors increase if data collection is termi
nated too early and the curves of Figures 1 and 2 turnup at
the left. The fast term is less important for @Tc-DTPA
than for the tubularagents, so that the upturnon the right
is small for @â€œTc-DTPAbut large for the tubularagents.

When renal function decreases from normal to anephric,
the rate constants Ai and A2in Equation 1 both decrease
with the slower constant decreasing to zero. With poor
function, therefore, the term corresponding to the slower
component dominates the denominatorof Equation 2. Ac
curate measurement of the dominant slow component re
quires measurements long after injection so that one might
expect the curves in Figures 1 and 2 to turn up more on the
left when function is poor. That they fail to do so is a
consequence of the fact that the plots show absolute er
rors, not relativeerrors. (If relativeerrorsare plotted, each
decrease in functionraises the curve, andthe relative error
approaches infinity as function approaches zero. Urine
free clearance methods should not be used at very low
levels of renal function when small percentage changes
must be detected.) Poor function, on the other hand, de
creases the importanceof the fast term(Table4) so that the

Eq. 2 curves turn up less on the right when function is poor.

CONCLUSIONS

To calculate clearance from multipleplasma samples, it
is more important to cover a wide time interval than to
have a large number of samples. When measuring ERPF
with @Tc-MAG3or â€˜31I@Oflj,it is particularlyimportant
to startwithin 5 min of injection, since the fast component
of excretion for these agents contributessignificantlyto the
calculated clearance and can be accurately determined
only from early data. When measuring GFR with a ifitered
agent such as @â€˜Tc-D1TA,it is particularlyimportantto
continue data collection for at least 3 hr and preferably 4
hr, since the slow component is veiy slow for these agents
and contributes most of the calculated clearance. For
adults, it is suggested that six or more samples be obtained
at samplingtimes forminga geometric progressionbetween
5 min and 90 mm for the ERPF agents and between 10 mm
and 240 min for the GFR agents.

TABLE 4
Importanceof the Fast ExponentialTerm in Plasma
Clearance:Percentof TotalClearancefor1311-OIH,

@rc-DTPAand @rc-MAG3at Various Levels
of RenalFunction

the data empirically to the sum of two exponentials, then
use the analytic formula for the integral of exponentials.
The samemathematicalresultcanbe obtainedby assuming
a two-compartmentlinearmodel but no such assumptionis
necessary, as shown in the cited references. Here we use
the two-compartmentmodel simply as an empiricalmeans
of generatingrepresentativeplasma time-activity curves at
various levels of renal function for the three agents under
study, andof examiningthe effects of randomerrorson the
clearances calculated from these curves. This isjustffied by
the fact that the two-compartment model closely repro
duces the experimentalcurves. No physiologic significance
need be ascribed to the model.

Let the plasma time-activity curve be described by the
equation:

c = c1e@ A1t@ c@e - A2t, Eq. 1

where c is the plasma concentration, t the time after injec
tion and c1, c@,A1and A2fitted parameters. Integratingto
obtain the area under the curve and dividing into the ad
ministered dose D gives the clearance F:

D
F=1@@.

The values of c1, c@,A1and A2can be calculated from V1,
k1and k2 as shown by Matthews (7); a computer program
fragment implementing this calculation has also been pub
lished (2). The denominator (i.e., the integral of the time
activity curve) contains two terms; one corresponding to
the faster of the two exponentials and one to the slower.
The relative importance ofthese terms depends both on the
agent used and on the level of renal function, as shown in
Table 4. The fast exponential component is more important
for the tubularagents than for the glomerularagents. It is
most importantwhen function is normal, and shrinks to
nothing as the renal function decreases to zero.

From this, one can see why one-compartment models
and â€œterminalslopeâ€•methods have persisted for GFR
measurement. For the glomerularagent @â€˜@â€˜Tc-DTPA,the
errorintroducedby neglecting the fast component is on the
order of 11% with normal function and is significantly less
when function is impaired. Such errors are acceptable in
clinicaluse althoughthey are unnecessaiy since more ex
act methods are available. On the other hand, the fast term
cannot be neglected for tubular agents. This may explain
why single-injection methods have been more controver
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